Abstract-This paper extends the well-known technique of dynamic slicing to Statechart specifications of reactive systems. Statechart language extends state machines along hierarchy, concurrency and communication -resulting in a compact visual notation that allows engineers to structure and modularize system descriptions. Dynamic slicing is well known in the domain of sequential transformational programs and has been found to be useful in understanding, analysis and verification. The classical definition of dynamic slicing is unsuitable for Statechart specifications. In this paper, we firstly formally define a formal semantics model --observable semantics, which is very suitable for dynamic slicing, because that it only describes outside observable behavior and conceals unobservable behavior of Statechart specifications, and it fully captures the run-time dependence relation among the state transitions in the Statechart specification. Then we propose a new notion of dynamic slicing that, in our opinion, is more natural for Statechart specifications. We formally define notions of dynamic slicing criterion, dynamic slice and minimal dynamic slice, and we also explain how to produce valid dynamic slicing criterion and propose a simple and practical approximation algorithm for minimal dynamic slice generation using observable semantics as an intermediate representation.
INTRODUCTION
Statechart language was introduced by David Harel in 1987 [1] as a visual formalism for complex reactive systems: event-driven systems which continuously react to external stimuli. Examples of such systems include communication networks, operating systems, and embedded controllers for telephony, automobiles, trains and avionics systems. The primary motivation behind Harel Statechart was to overcome the limitations inherent in conventional state machines in describing complex systems -proliferation of states with system size and lack of means of structuring the descriptions. Harel Statechart extends state machines along three orthogonal dimensions -hierarchy, concurrency and communication -resulting in a compact visual notation that allows engineers to structure and modularize system descriptions.
Normally the application domain requires very high quality reactive systems, so an important phase in the development of reactive systems is the understanding, verification and analysis of their specification before the implementation. However, the size of the obtained system specification greatly increases with the system becoming larger and more complex and leads to state explosion problem, what makes industrial system specification difficult to be understood, verified and analyzed.
To decompose a large system specification manually is very costly, laborious and error-prone. Then automation of decomposition seems a logical solution. Automation may help in making the decomposition process faster, in making it less susceptible to human error by automating routine or error-prone tasks, and in making it more reproducible by making it less dependent on human interpretation.
Slicing is a functional decomposition technique that has been successfully used in verification and analysis of sequential software: to analyze a large program, slice the program into functionally independent units that can be analyzed with relative ease [2] . Various slightly different notions of sequential program slices have since been proposed, as well as a number of methods to compute slices, such as backward slicing, forward slicing, static slicing, dynamic slicing and so on. The main reason for this diversity is the fact that different applications.
Although we can find the original idea of slicing in the context of sequential programs [3, 4] , the theory of slicing is independent of the ways and languages of programming. It can be used for concurrent programs, distributed programs and also for system specifications written in abstract languages such as process algebra, Statechart and Z [5, 6] .This paper describes an attempt to extend the technique of slicing to Statechart specifications, i.e., to automatically decompose a large Statechart specification into functionally independent subspecifications that can be understood, verified and analyzed with relative ease.
Because that Statechart language is an abstract, non-sequential, visual specification language with structuring mechanism of hierarchy and concurrency, we should keep following differences between Statechart specification and sequential programming languages in mind when we study the notion and method of its slicing.
1. The formal semantics of sequential programs are very simple compared to the formal semantics of Statechart specifications, so we need to devote large parts of our energies to formal semantics definition of Statechart specifications.
2.
The predominant notation of sequential programs are variables, whereas, states, transitions and interaction are more predominant in Statechart specifications.
3.
The behaviour of a Statechart specification is not to produce desired result at the end of execution but to maintain certain ongoing relationship with its environment. More precisely, the behavior of a Statechart specification is a set of I/O sequences.
From above description we can see that standard notion of slicing defined for sequential programs is not very suitable for Statechart specifications. So we need to define a new notion of slicing that, in our opinion, is more natural for Statechart specifications.
II. STATECHART SPECIFICATION
Over the years, a number of variants of Harel Statechart have been proposed --MODECHARTS, RSML, OMT, ROOM and UML, to name a few. They retain the Harel Statechart structuring mechanism of hierarchy and group transitions, but differ significantly in semantic aspects, which make them more powerful for specific applications. In this section, we propose our Statechart notation, which keeps the main aspects of most commonly used Statechart notations related to concurrency and state hierarchy, inter-level transitions, transition priority, broadcast communication.We give such a Statechart specification in Figure1. A formal syntax definition of a Statechart specification is given as follows. Definition 1. Syntax: A Statechart specification is a 8-tuple SC=(S, LI, LO, s0, T, D, g, h) where S is a finite set including all possible Statechart states; LI is an inside inputs/outputs set; LO is an environmental inputs/outputs set; s0 is the root Statechart state, s0∈S; 
III. OBSERVABLE SEMANTIC
For the convenience of discussion of formal semantics of Statechart specifications, we introduce name rewrite technique and conflict resolution mechanism. The rewrite rule is: The rewrite name of a state must include all its ancestors' original name before its original name. for example, the rewrite names of s0 and s7 are s0 and s0s1s4s7.
A. Observable Semantics
One of the most important problems of automatic slicing Statechart specifications is their semantics. In itself, the semantics of a Statechart specification describes its related behavior subset and consists of some semantics states and their transition relation.
Broadly speaking, a semantics state, also called global state, consists of several Statechart states those can be active simultaneously. We denote with all the semantics states of a Statechart specification.For the convenience of slicing algorithm design and slice notion definition, here, we formally define a semantics model --observable semantics, which is very suitable for slicing, because that it only describes outside observable behavior and conceals unobservable behavior of Statechart specifications, and it fully captures the run-time dependence relation among the state transitions in the Statechart specification.
Definition2. Observable semantics: The observable semantics OS for a Statechart specification (S, LI, LO, s0, T, D, g, h) is an input/output labeled transition system (Σ, LO, σ, M-step) where: Σ ⊆ Λ is the state space of the observable semantics. Because OS only describes outside observable behavior, not all semantics states are valid in observable semantics, only those can react to environmental inputs consist the state space of observable semantics, which called observable semantics states. σ is the initial observable semantics state, σ∈Σ. LO is environmental inputs and outputs set. M-step ⊆ Σ× LO × 2^T × 2^LO ×Σ is a set including all possible observable semantics state transitions, also called M-step transitions.
B. Observable Semantics Generation
According definition 2, the most important thing for observable semantics generation is to generate all M-step transitions. The following algorithm is the M-step transition generation algorithm. In this algorithm we use set C' to include all simultaneously active Statechart states, set I to include all inside outputs, set O to include all environmental outputs, set Substate(p) to denote all directly or transitively nested substates of Statechart state p (Substate(p) can be easily computed using functions g and h of given Statechart specification), and set U to record all executed Statechart transitions.
Algorithm 1 (M-step-generation)
Input to the algorithm is the Statechart specification SC=(S, LI, LO, s0, T, D, g, h), an observable semantics state C containing the current simultaneously active Statechart states and the environmental input i C can react to.
Output of the algorithm is a transitions <C, i, U, O, C'>. Compute the right-most same element, denoted by r, in the rewrite names of p and q (there must be such a r, at least r=s0). pi+1 is the element next to r for p and qj+1 is the element next to r for q; ii.
Use function g and h remove pi+1 and Substate(pi+1) (including p) from C'; iii.
Put all concurrent states with Statechart states q0…qj+1, q0…qj+2, …, q0…qm-1 into C'; iv.
C'<= C'∪{q}; v.
If b is inside output, I<=I ∪ {b}, else O<=O ∪{b}. Using above M-step-generation algorithm, we propose an observable semantics generation algorithm. This algorithm uses set B to record all the generated M-step transition and set C to include all simultaneously active Statechart states.
Algorithm 2 (OS-generation)
Input to the algorithm is the Statechart specification SC=(S, LI, LO, s0, T, D, g, h).
Output of the algorithm is an observable semantics OS=(Σ, LO, σ, M-step). 
IV. DYNAMIC SLICING OF STATECHART SPECIFICATION

A. Dynamic Slicing Criterion
The choice of the slicing criterion was motivated by considering situations where taking a Statechart specification slice would be useful. Statechart specification slicing is typically used for complex Statechart specifications understanding, analysis and verification.
Normally, a complex reactive system needs to continuously react to all kinds of environmental inputs in its whole operational life. These environmental inputs are from different kinds of system users (users represent someone or something that needs to exchange information with the system; but they are not part of the system). For every possible environmental input sequence the system generates specific corresponding output sequence. Coupling all these input sequences and corresponding system reactive behavior together results in a very large complex Statechart specification and make Statechart specifications understanding, analysis and verification difficultly if not impossible
In order to large complex Statechart specifications be understood, verified and analyzed with relative ease, we try to slice them into several functionally independent subspecifications. If we do not make assumptions regarding the inputs to the system and just adopt static information such as some state, some input or output as slicing criterion, we will obtain static slices. Normally, the highly conservative nature of static slicing leads to highly imprecise and considerably larger slices and the usefulness of a slice in understanding, analysis and verification tends to diminish. Since the main purpose of slicing is to identify the subset of a Statechart specification that are of interest for a given application, conservatively computed large slices are clearly undesirable. Recognizing the need for accurate slicing, in this paper we propose the idea of dynamic slicing: a slice computed for a particular fixed input. The availability of run-time information, finite environmental input sequences, makes dynamic slices smaller than static slices. Definition 3. Dynamic Slicing Criterion: A dynamic slicing criterion for a Statechart specification SC=(S, LI, LO, s0, T, D, g, h) is a finite environmental input sequence α, α∈I*, I ⊆ LO is the set of environmental inputs that can be fed to SC.
Usually, the requirement analyzers have inexplicitly or explicitly described all possible environmental inputs that can be fed to SC in the requirement specification. We need to extract from the requirement specification these environmental inputs. If the requirement specification is written formally, we can sketch out some generation algorithm to generate these environmental inputs automatically, and if the requirement specification is written informally, the slicers have to derive these environmental inputs manually. For example, we have a reactive system, which has seven possible environmental inputs {i1, i2, i3, i4, i5, i6, i7} as shown in Figure3(a) . Normally, we can find that all obtained environmental inputs are related, and there are two types of temporal relationships between every two environmental inputs: they are either concurrent or sequential. Sequential environmental inputs are called predecessors and successors, and the predecessors happen before the successors. Concurrent environmental inputs can happen simultaneously. For example, the temporal relationships among {i1, i2, i3, i4, i5, i6, i7} is shown in Figure3(b) . The environmental inputs in {i1, i2}, {i3, i4, i5}, and {i6, i7} are concurrent; every environmental input in {i3, i4} is the predecessor of every environmental input in {i6, i7} and the successor of every environmental input in {i1, i2}.
In the view of slicers, only those environmental input sequences that satisfy sequential relationship are valid dynamic slicing criterions, such as <i1i3>, <i1i2i6i7> and <i3i3i7> for the example reactive system. 
B. Dynamic Slice
To define a dynamic slice formally, we define an output function as follows:
Definition 4. Output function: Given a Statechart specification SC=(S, LI, LO, s0, T, D, g, h) with observable semantics OS=(Σ, LO, σ, M-step), α∈I*, α= i1i2…in, Output(SC, α) =On, if there are <σ, i1, O1, p1>, <p1, i2, O2, p2>, …<pn-1, in, On, pn>∈M-step;= Ø, otherwise Definition 5. Dynamic Slice: Given a Statechart specification SC=(S, LI, LO, s0, T, D, g, h) with respect to the dynamic slicing criterion α, the corresponding dynamic slice is also a Statechart specification DS=(S', LI', LO', s0, T', D', g', h') such that: a) DS is obtained by removing zero or more transitions (and involved states) from SC. b) DS is canonical and has similar hierarchy relationship information and default active state information to SC. c) For every prefix of α, β, Output(SC, β) = Output(DS, β), i.e., outside observers can not distinguish SC and DS by the response of them to the α. It is obvious that for a Statechart specification and a corresponding dynamic slicing criterion α, there are many subspecifications can be looked as qualified dynamic slices. For example, the original Statechart specification is always a qualified dynamic slice, and the obtained subspecifications by removing some obviously useless Statechart transitions are also qualified dynamic slices.
Since the main purpose of slicing is to identify the subset of a Statechart specification that are of interest for a given application and the usefulness of a slice in understanding, analysis and verification tends to diminish with the increase of the size of a slice, conservatively computed large slices are clearly undesirable. Recognizing the need for accurate slicing, we need more accurate dynamic slice definition. So we define the notion of minimal dynamic slice. Definition 6. Minimal Dynamic Slice: Given a Statechart specification SC=(S, LI, LO, s0, T, D, g, h) with respect to the dynamic slicing criterion α, the corresponding minimal dynamic slice is also a Statechart specification MinDS=(S', LI', LO', s0, T', D', g', h') such that:
1. MinDS is also a dynamic slice.
Removing any Statechart transition from
MinDS can not result a correct dynamic slice.
C. Dynamic Slice Generation
The process of dynamic slice generation has following two steps: 1. Generate observable semantics OS=(Σ, LO, σ, M-step) from the given Statechart specification SC=(S, LI, LO, s0, T, D, g, h) according to Definition 2. 2. Generate dynamic slice from the generated OS and the given dynamic slice criterion α using DS-generation algorithm. The basic ideas underlying this algorithm are as follows: a) Construct set R including all related Statechart transition using OS and α. b) Generate the state space and input output set of the dynamic slice using R. c) Produce a complete and consistent dynamic slice using the original Statechart specification definition. In this algorithm we use set R to include all related Statechart transitions, set U to include all related Statechart states, set V to include all related inputs and outputs and α(k) to denote the kth element of α.
Algorithm 3 (DS-generation)
Input to the algorithm is a Statechart specification SC=(S, LI, LO, s0, T, D, g, h), the generated observable semantics OS=(Σ, LO, σ, M-step) and a dynamic slicing criterion α.
Output of the algorithm is a dynamic slice DS=(S', LI', LO', s0, T', D', g', h'). 1． Construct a set R including all related Statechart transition using OS and α: a. s<=σ, R<=Ø. Now we have such a question "is the dynamic slice produced by algorithm 3 a minimal dynamic slice?".
Figure5(b) is the dynamic slice generated by algorithm 3 given the Statechart specification shown in Figure(a) and slice criterion α=a. It is obvious that the generated dynamic slice shown in Figure5(a) is not a minimal dynamic slice, because that if we remove Statechart transition <s10, b, -, s11> from it, the remainder part is also a dynamic slice. Actually the minimal dynamic slice for the Statechart specification shown in Figure5(a) w.r.t slice criterion α=a is the one shown in Figure5(c). Because for minimal dynamic slice algorithm 3 is an approximation algorithm, its approximate analysis is unavoidable. By simple observation we can see that the approximation of the algorithm is dependent on the structure of the Statechart specification being sliced.
In the best case, for some compact Statechart specifications, the produced dynamic slices by algorithm 3 are also minimal dynamic slices, e.g., the dynamic slices shown in Figure4.
In the worst case, the generated dynamic slice is a bad approximation. For example, Figure6(b) is the dynamic slice generated by algorithm 3 given the Statechart specification shown in Figure6(a) and slice criterion α=a. There are many unobservable inside Statechart transitions. These Statechart transitions are executed for the possible subsequent environmental inputs u or v and they are no use for the current input a. Although algorithm 3 can not produce minimal dynamic slices always, it has following advantages:
It is very simple. The algorithm is essentially a traversal algorithm that works on the observable semantics corresponding to the Statechart specification being sliced.
Although the produced dynamic slices may include some redundant Statechart transitions, which have nothing to do with the current environmental inputs and outputs, they cover all the executed Statechart transitions under input α sequence and they are useful for accurate system behavior analysis and verification.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
The understanding, analysis and verification of developed Statechart specifications of the under-developing reactive systems is very important as the application domain requires very high quality systems. However, the size of the obtained system specification greatly increases with the system becoming larger and more complex and leads to state explosion problem, what makes industrial system specification difficult to be understood, verified and analyzed. To automatically decompose a large system specification into functionally independent sub-specifications that can be understood, verified and analyzed with relative ease seems a logical solution.
In this paper, we address the problem of dynamic slicing of a Statechart specification. The major contributions of our work are the following ones:
The definition of a semantics model --observable semantics, which is very suitable for slicing, because that it only describes outside observable behavior and conceals unobservable behavior of Statechart specifications, and it fully captures the run-time dependence relation among the state transitions in the Statechart specification. The definition of a new notion of dynamic slicing that, in our opinion, is more natural for Statechart specifications. We formally define notions of dynamic slicing criterion, dynamic slice and minimal dynamic slice, and we also explain how to produce valid dynamic slicing criterion and propose a simple and practical approximation algorithm for minimal dynamic slice generation using observable semantics as an intermediate representation. Our further work deals with the extension of the subset of Statechart notation we take into consideration, such as the introduction of data values and variables.
